
Filter VND 6-7 PolarPro LiteChaser Pro for iPhone 13 / iPhon Ref: 817465027240
Filter VND 6-7 PolarPro LiteChaser Pro for iPhone 13 / iPhone 14

PolarPro LiteChaser Pro VND 6-7 Filter for iPhone 13 / iPhone 14 (Pro / Pro Max)
The VND 6-7 filter by PolarPro is designed for the 0.5x, 1x and 3x cameras of the iPhone 13 / iPhone 14. It is distinguished by its small
size and durable construction - the aluminum frame is extremely lightweight, yet resistant to damage. The accessory is compatible with
FILmiC  Pro  and  Moment  Pro  Camera  apps,  and  has  been  designed  to  fit  future  smartphone  models  as  well.  Note:  to  use  the  filter,  a
LiteChaser Pro case designed for iPhone 13 / iPhone 14 is required.
 
Can accompany you almost anywhere
The accessory is ideal for filmmakers who create on the move and outdoors - it even fits easily in your pocket. Its safe and convenient
transportation is possible thanks to the included case and protective cap Defender Mini. The laser-engraved indicators allow you to easily
adjust the light reduction of 6-7 degrees. What's more, the filter is slightly darker than usual, which means less range but better results
even in very bright light. You also don't have to worry about the so-called X pattern.
 
Brand
PolarPro
Model
IP13-6 / 7-VND
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Filter type
VND
Range
6-7
Compatibility
iPhone 13 Pro / 14 Pro Max
iPhone 14 Pro / 14 Pro Max

Price:

Before: € 58.4988

Now: € 52.50
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